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These days everyone is looking for a second source of income. The demographics of the typical American household has drastically changed in the past century. Households
are avidly searching for sources to supplement their incomes or to just make ends meet. In doing so, the greatest
challenge is time. Juggling family time, financial planning or budgeting, extracurricular activities and more, often
becomes taxing for a couple; more so if they are raising a family. “Where will I find the time to dedicate time to an
additional business?” That is the rhetorical, yet resounding question often heard from most struggling Americans.
The wake of the optimization of technology has made everyday life easier, and here is the great news, so has earning
additional income. Sure, technology can help you pay bills, schedule appointments, keep contact with relatives,
along with many other functionalities; but one of the best advantages in the advancement of technology is that you
can use it to generate a second source of income with ease, and without investing much of your time. How great is
that! You can now promote your second business by texting your friends, or even emailing them as you get ready for
work .
With multiple sources that can lead to earning additional revenue, recent studies show that the Direct Selling industry falls under the top 12 hustles in America. Unlike any
other, this is the market that allows you the freedom to earn extra income, without expending or committing full time. In Direct Selling, you have choices; such as scaling back
from your full-time job, focusing on reducing personal debt, working on building your nest egg or saving for future investments. Either way it is one of the top leading markets
Americans are leaning towards for residual income.
If you are looking to save and earn more income, Team National is a great choice to help you accomplish just that. Marketing the program to your friends and families is a great
way to get started. Earn more while you save more is the goal for our Team National members. Visit our website at bign.com!
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Welcome and thank you for stopping by
Team National’s blog! Here’s a quick
snippet of what Team National is.
Savings is always in style. Team
National’s group buying power allows us
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the opportunity to provide impressive
membership savings, spanning a wide
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variety of products and services in over
21 diﬀerent industries. Here at Team
National, we reduce the cost of products
and services for our customers and
members. In addition, Team National
oﬀers an industry-leading compensation
program for those who choose to market
our membership. Simply put, Team
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National is diﬀerent. We have the
complete solution. Join Team National
today and save money on items you
would normally purchase anyway, and
earn money sharing the savings
concept!
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